POURING WITH HEART · THE LINE COOK
As the Line Cook, your ultimate responsibility is preparing and cooking the food items on our
thoughtfully designed menus with consistency, and ensuring quality is up to company standards.
There is a story behind each one of our dishes, so taking pride and care into every course fired is
crucial to making sure that same story is told every time. In order to streamline this process,
constant communication will be the backbone of your success. As the kitchen has many moving
working parts, this will help you help out your team so everyone is rowing the boat in the same
direction at all times.

“A recipe has no soul. You, as the cook, must bring soul to the recipe.”
- Thomas Keller
ESSENTIALS
Keep the line fully stocked and ready for service at all times
Memorize and execute recipes
Constantly be honing your skills of various cooking methods, ingredients, and procedures
Prioritize the demands of service even when juggling multiple tasks
Have an understanding of all kitchen equipment; how to properly use, maintain and clean
Prep and plate every single item on the menu
Complete inventory checks and food temperature logs
Monitor product for freshness, rotate old product based on a schedule
Minimize waste to keep cost within the forecasted range
Learn cooking techniques: grilling, frying, sautéing, and other cooking methods, specific
to our standards
Memorize and utilize our serving portion sizes and all basic meal prep procedures used in
our kitchen
Operate standard kitchen equipment and follow all food handling safety standards
according to laws and guidelines

PERKS
Free Core Value Tattoos · Health & Wellness Program · Access to Beer & Spirit Societies

PHILOSOPHY
This is a people business. Put people first.
Never settle, never stop getting better. Good today, better tomorrow.
Adapt & overcome. Things can and will change.
Be easy to work with and thoughtful in how you work.
Ask others how they are feeling, not how they are doing.

You can’t step in the same place twice so make each step count.
Be Thoughtful. Be Kind. Be Yourself. Make Shit Better.

